Document ranking experiments should be repeatable: running the same ranking model over the same collection with the same queries should yield exactly the same output. However, the presence of different documents with the same score may yield non-deterministic rankings, making repeatability not as trivial as one might imagine. In the context of our work using the open-source Lucene search engine, score ties are broken by internal document ids, which are assigned at index time. Due to multi-threaded indexing, which makes experimentation with large modern document collections practical, internal document ids are not assigned consistently between different index instances of the same collection, and thus score ties are broken unpredictably. This short paper examines the effectiveness impact of such score ties, quantifying the variability that can be attributed to this phenomenon. The obvious solution to this non-determinism and to ensure repeatable document ranking is to break score ties using external collection document ids. This approach, however, comes with measurable efficiency costs due to the necessity of consulting external identifiers during the inner loop of query evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
It should generate no controversy to assert that repeatability of document ranking experiments in information retrieval research is a desirable property. To be precise, running the same ranking model over the same document collection with the same queries should yield the same output every time. Yet, this simple property is not trivial to achieve in modern retrieval engines that take advantage of multi-threaded indexing. In this paper, we explore corner cases that yield non-repeatable rankings: observed non-determinism is attributable to score ties, or documents in the collection that receive the same score with respect to a particular ranking model.
Anserini, an open-source information retrieval toolkit built on Lucene [4, 5] , provides the context for our study. The system evolved out of previous IR reproducibility experiments [1, 2] where Lucene exhibited a good balance between efficiency and effectiveness compared to other open-source search engines. A large user and developer base, numerous commercial deployments at scale, as well as a vibrant ecosystem provide additional compelling arguments for building an information retrieval toolkit on top of Lucene, specifically targeted at researchers.
The multi-threaded indexer that Anserini implements on top of Lucene is able to rapidly index large modern document collectionsfor example, with a modern server, building a simple non-positional index on the popular ClueWeb09b or ClueWeb12-B12 collections each takes around an hour [5] . A consequence of the multi-threaded design is that documents are inserted into the index in a non-deterministic order, which means that different index instances over the same collection may be substantively different. This has implications for documents that receive the same score at retrieval time-by default, the Lucene core ranking algorithm breaks ties by an internal document id, which is assigned based on document insertion order. Since these internal document ids are not stable across different index instances, document ranking experiments may not be repeatable.
One might question: Is this a big deal? We argue yes, from a number of perspectives. While arbitrary tie-breaking behavior has a relatively small impact on simple "bag of words" queries (typically, differences in the fourth decimal place in terms of standard evaluation metrics), effectiveness differences are magnified for relevance feedback runs that utilize two-stage retrieval based on an initial ranking. Repeatable runs form a cornerstone of regression testing in modern software development-without exact repeatability, it is difficult to determine if changes in effectiveness are the result of bugs introduced in the code. Without a suite of regression tests, sustained progress on a complex codebase becomes difficult. For example, Lin et al. [2] report cases of different results from runs that purport to use the same ranking model from the same system on the same test collection (by the same research group, even).
The goal of this paper and our contribution is a detailed study of the impact of score ties from the perspective of repeatability across a number of different test collections. While score ties have previously been exploited for prioritizing signals in document ranking [3] , our focus is different in focusing specifically on repeatability. We empirically characterize differences in effectiveness that can be attributed to arbitrary interleaving of documents ingested during multi-threaded indexing. The solution to repeatable document ranking is fairly obvious: ties should be broken deterministically by external collection document ids (which are stable) instead of internal indexer-assigned ids. However, this comes at a measurable cost in query evaluation efficiency, which arises from the need to consult external identifies in the inner loop of query evaluation.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
All experiments in this paper were conducted with Anserini v0.1.0, which is based on Lucene 6.3.0; all code necessary to replicate our experiments are available on GitHub at http://anserini.io/.
To examine the impact of score ties across a diverse range of document types, we considered three newswire collections, two tweet collections, and two web collections: Table 1 : Variability in effectiveness attributed to score ties on three newswire collections. First column for each metric ("AP" and "P30") shows values with consistent repeatable tie-breaking. Columns marked "min-max" report minimum and maximum scores across five different indexes with arbitrary tie-breaking. Columns marked "∆" report the largest absolute observed difference (including consistent tie-breaking).
• TREC 2017 Common Core Track, the New York Times Annotated Corpus.
• TREC 2011/2012 Microblog Tracks (the Tweets2011 collection) and TREC 2013/2014 Microblog Tracks (the Tweets2013 collection).
• TREC 2010-2012 Web Tracks (ClueWeb09b) and TREC 2013-2014 Web Tracks (ClueWeb12-B13).
For each document collection, we used Anserini to build five separate indexes from scratch (we set the indexer configuration to store term positions as well as document vectors to support relevance feedback). For each index, we performed a retrieval run using topics from the corresponding test collections. In each of these runs, Anserini used Lucene's default tie-breaking technique, based on arbitrarily-assigned internal document ids-which as we have noted above, is not consistent between index instances due to multi-threading. Differences in effectiveness between these runs quantifies the impact of score ties. In Anserini, we have modified the query evaluation algorithm to use the external collection docid to break score ties, which means that retrieval results are repeatable across different index instances. For newswire and web collections, the lexicographic sort order of collection document ids is used as the tie breaker. For tweets, ties are broken by reverse chronological order (i.e., most recent tweet first). For convenience we call this the repeatable ranking condition. 1 In our experiments, we performed a series of such retrieval runs as a reference condition.
With the exception of tweet collections, we considered the following ranking models: BM25 and query likelihood, and the RM3 1 In our implementation, repeatability is the default behavior.
query expansion technique applied to both. For tweet collections, we only considered query likelihood since BM25 is well-known not to be effective. 2 In Anserini, RM3 is implemented as a two-stage process: a relevance model is estimated from documents in an initial ranked list, which then forms an expanded query that retrieves the final results. Thus, there are two source of variability due to score ties-when applying a rank cutoff in the initial retrieval as well as the final ranking.
All runs retrieved up to 1000 hits and were evaluating in terms of standard retrieval metrics: for newswire and tweet collections, we computed average precision (AP) and precision at rank 30 (P30) using trec_eval. For the web collections, we computed NDCG@20 using gdeval.pl (since the shallow pool depths make AP unreliable). As a final detail, to ensure that the evaluation program respects our tie-breaking approach, Anserini slightly perturbs scores of tied documents when writing output in TREC format so that the rank order is consistent with the score order. 3 
RESULTS
The results of our experiments on the newswire collections are shown in Table 1 . Under the columns with the names of the metric ("AP" and "P30"), we report the effectiveness of the repeatable runs (consistent tie-breaking with external document ids). The columns marked "min-max" report minimum and maximum scores across Table 2 : Variability in effectiveness attributed to score ties on tweet collections, organized in the same way as Table 1 .
the five different indexes given arbitrary tie-breaking (internal document ids). Note that for some cases, the effectiveness of the repeatable condition falls outside the min-max range. The columns marked "∆" show the largest absolute observed difference across all runs, including the repeatable conditions. We see that the variability attributed to tie-breaking behavior yields minor effectiveness differences, usually in the fourth decimal place, but sometimes in the third decimal place. Overall, observed variability in AP is smaller than P30 because for AP, the differences come from documents that straddle the rank cutoff of 1000, where the score contribution of documents are small anyway. As expected, the RM3 runs tend to exhibit greater effectiveness variability because score ties impact both the selection of documents for extracting feedback terms as well as the final ranking.
In absolute terms, the observed score variability in our experiments is quite small. However, as argued in the introduction, this variability makes regression testing-which is a cornerstone of modern software development-nearly impossible. Without repeatable runs, it is difficult to automatically ascertain whether differences in effectiveness are actually caused by subtle bugs. Typically, in regression testing, the developer specifies a tolerance when comparing test results with expected (ground truth) results. When comparing floating point numbers, for example, differences attributed to precision errors are generally accepted in determining if a test "passes". However, the magnitudes of the score differences observed here are larger than what most software engineers would be comfortable "explaining away" in terms of tolerance.
Results of our experiments on tweet collections are shown in Table 2 , which is organized in exactly the same manner as Table 1 . Here, we observe even greater variability: there are more score ties because many tweets have the same length. Again, differences in P30 (one of the official metrics used in the TREC Microblog Tracks) are more pronounced than average precision, particularly for the query expansion runs.
Finally, results on the web collections are shown in Table 3 , organized in the same manner as the previous tables. We report effectiveness only in terms of NDCG@20 due to the shallow pools used in the construction of the qrels. The results on web collections are consistent with conclusions from the other collections.
As discussed in the previous section, the solution to repeatable document ranking is relatively straightforward-instead of depending on the internal document id to break score ties, we should use external (collection-specific) document ids. Anserini implements exactly this solution. This approach, however, comes at a cost in Table 3 : Variability in effectiveness attributed to score ties on web collections, organized in the same way as Table 1 .
terms of efficiency, since the query evaluation algorithm must consult an external id as part of its inner loop during postings traversal. Lookup of an external id requires extra indirection in memory access, which is a relatively expensive operation that has negative data locality and cache consequences: there is inevitably pointer chasing since memory accesses to look up external document ids are inherently unpredictable. The efficiency costs of repeatable experiments are quantified in Table 4 for the three largest collections used in our experiments. Here, we report average query evaluation latency (in seconds) under the non-repeatable and repeatable conditions, averaged over five trials on an iMac Pro desktop machine (2.3 GHz Intel Xeon W processor) running macOS High Sierra. The final column shows the increase in query latency due to consistent tie-breaking using external document ids. In all cases we first ran the experiments a few times to warm up underlying operating system caches, and then captured measurements over the next sets of trials. Query evaluation was performed using a single thread.
For simple bag-of-words queries, we observe a measurable slowdown in query latency, which quantifies the cost of repeatability. Across the web collections, this slowdown is approximately 20%, but for tweets the latency costs are greater, most likely due to more prevalent score ties. Not surprisingly, query evaluation with RM3 is much slower due to its two-stage process: here, however, the behavior between tweet and web collections diverge. For web collections, the slowdown is less compared to bag-of-words queries Table 4 : Latency differences between non-repeatable and repeatable document ranking, where repeatability is achieved by consistently breaking ties using external document ids.
because a significant amount of time is spent reading document vectors from the index and estimating the relevance models during query evaluation. As a result, the amount of time actually spent in the postings traversal inner loop is proportionally smaller. Tweets, however, are much shorter, and so estimating relevance models is relatively quick. The much larger expanded query necessitates scoring many more documents, thus leading to a large slowdown for repeatable runs.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions from our examination of score ties are fairly clear: Although absolute differences in effectiveness metrics are relatively small-in the third decimal place at the most-these differences nevertheless pose significant issues for regression testing. Without rigorous regression testing, it is difficult to put progress on solid footing in terms of software engineering best practices, since developers cannot be certain if a new feature actually introduced a bug. Fortunately, the solution to repeatable runs is fairly straightforward, which we have implemented: score ties should be broken by external collection ids. However, this comes with a measurable efficiency cost in terms of slowdown in query evaluation. As a concrete recommendation for navigating this tradeoff, we suggest that non-repeatable runs are acceptable for prototyping, but any permanent contributions to a codebase must pass slower regression tests that make repeatability a requirement.
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